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Dynamics and hydrogen bonding in liquid ethanol
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Molecular dynamics simulations of liquid ethanol at three temperatures have been carried out.
The hydrogen bonding states of ethanol molecules have been characterized by the number of
hydrogen bonds in which the molecules participate. It is observed that the mean lifetimes of
molecules in each hydrogen bonding state are markedly dependent on the temperature.
Moreover, molecules with one hydrogen bond are more stable when they are donors than
when they are acceptors. The dependence of the reorientational correlation functions on the
hydrogen bonding state of molecules has been studied carefully. The decay of these functions
is slower for molecules with higher numbers of hydrogen bonds and also becomes slower as
temperature decreases. The relaxation for molecules with only one hydrogen bond is faster for
those acting as proton donors than for those acting as proton acceptors. Finally, the results
obtained by computer simulation are compared with those from recent measurements of the
frequency-dependent dielectric permittivity of liquid ethanol.

1. Introduction

A detailed knowledge of the microscopic properties of
liquids such as water and alcohols is indispensable for a
deep understanding of many chemical and biological
processes. It is well known that properties of these
liquids are in¯ uenced markedly by the existence of
hydrogen bonds among their molecules. Thus, it
should be useful to investigate the relationship between
hydrogen bonding and molecular behaviour. The direct
study of molecular motions in liquids from experiments
is rather a di� cult task, and computer simulation methods
such as molecular dynamics (MD) [1] are used widely to
obtain microscopic information. Though based on e� ec-
tive interaction potential models, MD provides detailed
pictures of atomic behaviour which are very helpful for
the development of new theories and models as well as
for the reliable interpretation of the experimental data.

Dielectric properties of polar liquids are strongly
related to the characteristics of the reorientational mol-
ecular motions. The frequency-dependent dielectric per-
mittivity of water and simple liquid alcohols in the
microwave and up to the far-infrared regions has been
measured [2, 3]. These experimental data were analysed
by ® tting the results to a multiple Debye relaxation
model. In the case of liquid ethanol, the best ® t was
obtained by considering an analytical expression with

three relaxation times. However, as far as we know,
there has been no detailed study of the reorientational
motions of di� erent molecules in liquid ethanol. Pre-
liminary results were reported in an MD study of dif-
ferent structural and dynamic properties of this liquid
[4]. The main objective of this work is to investigate the
molecular reorientations in liquid ethanol at di� erent
temperatures. Special attention will be paid to the
hydrogen bonds and to their in¯ uence on the character-
istics of these molecular motions.

2. Computer simulation details

We carried out MD simulations of liquid ethanol at
three temperatures (T ˆ 223 K, 298 K and 348 K) and
the corresponding experimental densities at normal
pressure. The thermodynamic states of the systems and
technical simulation details were the same employed in
[4]. The simulated systems were made up of 125 ethanol
molecules in a cubic box with periodic boundary con-
ditions. The integration timestep was of 2.5 fs. Proper-
ties were calculated from equilibrium MD runs of 900 ps
after equilibration periods of about 50 ps. To check the
independence of the results on the length of the simula-
tions, two di� erent MD runs of 900 ps were performed
at 298 K.

We adopted the OPLS force ® eld and the molecular
model developed by Jorgensen [5]. Hence, each ethanol
molecule was represented by four interaction sites cor-
responding to the methyl (CH3) and methylene (CH2)
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groups and the oxygen and hydrogen atoms of the
hydroxyl groups. In this model, the hydrogen atoms of
the CHn groups were not considered explicitly following
a united atom approach. The bond lengths and the COH
and CCO bond angles were kept constant by using the
SHAKE method [6]. The only intramolecular motions
considered in the simulations were the rotations about
the CO bond. Lennard-Jones and Coulomb terms
described the interactions between sites. It is worth
noting that the CH3 site has no electric charge. The
geometrical parameters of molecules plus the intermol-
ecular and intramolecular potential functions and par-
ameters were those of [5]. Lennard-Jones interactions
were truncated at half the box length and the Ewald
summation technique [1] was used to handle long
range Coulomb interactions. MD simulations using
this model allowed us to reproduce acceptably the
main trends of the available experimental data on the
microscopic behaviour of liquid ethanol [4].

3. S tructure and hydrogen bonding

The properties of liquid ethanol are in¯ uenced
strongly by the intermolecular hydrogen bonds present
in the ¯ uid. The adoption of a criterion to decide that
one hydrogen bond is established is somewhat arbitrary
since the intermolecular energy in the MD simulations is
described by a continuous interaction potential. As in
previous studies [4, 7], we adopted a geometric de® ni-
tion, i.e., we assumed that a hydrogen bond between two
di� erent molecules exists if three conditions are ful® lled
[8], namely: 1, the distance between oxygen atoms is
smaller than 3.5 AÊ ; 2, the distance between the oxygen
atom acting as proton acceptor (termed `acceptor’
oxygen) and the hydrogen of the molecule whose
oxygen atom acts as proton donor (termed `donor’
oxygen) is smaller than 2.6 AÊ ; and 3, the HÐ O Oangle
is smaller than 308. We chose the positions of the ® rst
minima of the radial distribution functions as cuto� for
the OO and OH distances. Since the positions of the
minima do not show signi® cant changes with tempera-
ture (see [4], ® gure 4) we used the same cuto� values for
the three temperatures. The third condition is simply a
requirement for the hydrogen bond to be linear. Using
this geometrical de® nition, we can identify the hydrogen
bonds existing in a given con® guration of the system.

The mean number of hydrogen bonds per molecule
decreases as T increases (table 1) but it is quite close to
two in all cases. This shows that linear winding chains
basically constitute the structure of the liquid. Moreover
there is rather a high degree of hydrogen bonding even
at high temperatures. To gain an insight into the char-
acteristics of hydrogen bonding, we de® ned the
`hydrogen bonding state’ of a molecule according to
the number n of hydrogen bonds in which it participates.

The resulting averaged percentages of molecules in each
hydrogen bonding state are gathered in table 1. The
number of non-hydrogen bonded molecules (n ˆ 0)
increases with T but it is rather low even at 348 K. In
all cases, the majority of the molecules are in the n ˆ 2
hydrogen bonding state, i.e., molecules located in the
middle of a chain. The percentage of molecules with
n ˆ 1 (located at the end of a chain) is lower than that
of molecules with n ˆ 2 for all the temperatures studied.
When T increases, this di� erence becomes smaller since
there is a decrease of the number of molecules with
n ˆ 2 whereas the number of molecules with n ˆ 1
increases. These ® ndings con® rm that the structure of
this liquid is dominated by linear winding chains of
hydrogen bonded molecules. The chains are made up
of a lower number of monomers at higher temperatures
[4]. The percentage of molecules in the three-hydrogen
bonding state is almost independent of temperature.
Molecules with three hydrogen bonds should be associ-
ated with rami® cations of the linear hydrogen bonded
chains. According to these ® ndings the probability of
branching is independent of the length of the linear
chains. The number of molecules simultaneously parti-
cipating in more than three hydrogen bonds is negligible
for all the temperatures investigated.

In order to analyse in more detail the hydrogen bond
characteristics of molecules with n ˆ 1, we have deter-
mined whether the oxygen of these molecules acts as a
proton donor or proton acceptor in the corresponding
hydrogen bond (® gure 1). We have observed that the
number of donor single hydrogen bonded molecules is
notoriously higher than that of acceptors (table 1). This
di� erence should be associated with the presence of
branching in the chains since in a linear chain without
rami® cations one of the molecules at the end of the
chain is hydrogen bonded as a donor whereas the
other molecule at the end of the chain is hydrogen
bonded as an acceptor.

4. Hydrogen bonding state autocorrelation functions

We have analysed the survival probability of particles
in the di� erent hydrogen bonding states by a method
analogous to that proposed by Rapaport [9] to estimate
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Table 1. Percentages of molecules with n hydrogen bonds
and mean number nHB of hydrogen bonds per molecule.

n ˆ 0 n ˆ 1a n ˆ 2 n ˆ 3 nHB

T ˆ 223 K 0.1 4.5 (0.5) 92.0 3.4 1.99
T ˆ 298 K 1.3 14.4 (4.4) 78.8 5.5 1.88
T ˆ 348 K 4.2 24.5 (9.5) 66.4 4.9 1.72

aValues in parentheses are the percentages of single hydro-
gen bonded acceptor molecules.



the lifetime of hydrogen bonds. This procedure has been
also used in other MD studies [7, 10] of hydrogen
bonded liquids. During the simulations we have deter-
mined the stochastic variable ²

… n†

C … t† de® ned as follows:

²
… n†

C … t†

ˆ 1 if a molecule which is in the n hydrogen
bonding state at instant 0 remains in the
same state through the interval 0 to t;

ˆ 0 otherwise.

8

>
>
<

>
>
:

Thus, for each hydrogen bonding state (n ˆ 0; 1; 2; 3),
we have calculated the following normalized hydrogen
bonding state autocorrelation functions

C
… n†

C … t† ˆ
h ²

… n†
… t† ²

… n†
… 0† i

h ² … n† … 0† ² … n† … 0† i
: … 1†

The C
… n†

C … t† functions can be associated with the process
of making or breaking single hydrogen bonds. The
decay of these functions become sharper as T increases
(® gure 2) which corroborates that the hydrogen bonding
states are less stable at higher temperatures. Moreover,
the decay of the C

… n†

C … t† functions depends on the
hydrogen bonding state of the molecules. As the results
at 298 K in ® gure 3 show, for n ˆ 0 and n ˆ 3 the decays
are faster than for n ˆ 1 and n ˆ 2. This behaviour is
consistent with the larger percentage of molecules in the
states n ˆ 1 and n ˆ 2; and it has been observed also at
the other two temperatures. It is interesting to point out
that the initial decay of C

… 1†

C … t† is faster than that of
C

… 2†

C … t† , whereas for longer times the situation is the
opposite and the tail of the former is more persistent
than that of the latter. This should be attributed to the
di� erent ways followed by molecules with n ˆ 1 and

n ˆ 2 to change their respective hydrogen bonding
states, i.e., with a high probability the former will be
hydrogen bonded to another molecule whereas the
latter will break one of their initial hydrogen bonds.
The fast initial decrease followed by a rather slow
decay of C

… 1†

C … t† suggests that the formation of a
hydrogen bond may be easy when there is some neigh-
bouring molecule able to be hydrogen bonded but other-
wise rather di� cult. The more regular decay of C

… 2†

C … t†

indicates that the probability of breaking a hydrogen
bond is to a large measure independent of the location
of the neighbouring molecules, and therefore almost
constant with time.

In order to estimate the lifetimes ½
… n†

C of the di� erent
hydrogen bonding states, the longer time regions of the
C

… n†

C … t† functions have been ® tted to exponential functions

C
… n†

C … t† exp … ¡ t=½
… n†

C † : … 2†

As may be observed in the logarithmic plots of ® gure 4,
the resulting C

… n†

C … t† curves are approximated well by
exponential forms. We ® tted the C

… n†

C … t† values in dif-
ferent time intervals between 0.5 ps and 5 ps and the
resulting ½

… n†

C values did not show signi® cant discrepan-
cies. The ½

… n†

C results are gathered in table 2. The changesÁ
of ½

… n†

C with T and n are consistent with the decays of the
C

… n†

C … t† functions commented upon above. So, t
… 1†

C > t
… 2†

C
despite the initial decay of C

… 1†

C … t† is clearly than that of
C

… 2†

C … t† . The small values of ½
… 0†

C and ½
… 3†

C in relation to
½

… 1†

C and ½
… 2†

C re¯ ect the low probability that molecules
remain non-hydrogen bonded for large periods of time
and the high probability that one of the three hydrogen
bonds of molecules in the n ˆ 3 state will be broken
after a short period of time, respectively. This last
® nding shows the instability of branching.
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Figure 1. Hydrogen bonded ethanol molecules whose oxygen
acts as proton donor (left) and proton acceptor (right).

Figure 2. Hydrogen bonding state correlation functions
(C … n†

C … t† ) for molecules in the n ˆ 1 state.



Earlier MD studies of the hydrogen bond dynamics in
liquid alcohols indicated that there is a high probability
that broken hydrogen bonds will quickly be reformed
[7]. Thus, a great part of the hydrogen bonding state
changes will be temporary and molecules will return to
their earlier states after short intervals of time. This fact
encouraged us to calculate the variable ²

… n†

l … t† , de® ned as
follows

²
… n†

l … t†

ˆ 1 if a molecule that was in the hydrogen
bonding state n at instant 0 is in the same
state at time t, independently of whether
or not its hydrogen bonding state has
changed between 0 and t;

ˆ 0 otherwise.

8
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>
>
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>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
:

The corresponding hydrogen bonding state autocorrela-
tion functions C

… n†

l … t† were determined by assuming an
equation analogous to (1). Lifetimes ½

… n†

l were computed
by ® tting the longer time decays of C

… n†

l … t† to exponential
functions. However, unlike C

… n†

C … t† , the C
… n†

l … t† functions
do not tend to zero as t ! 1 , but to an equilibrium
value. Thus, we have assumed that

C
… n†

l … t† exp … ¡ t=½
… n†

l † ‡ A; … 3†

where A is a constant. The resulting C
… n†

l … t† ’s cannot be
changed accurately to single exponential functions, and
the ½

… n†

l values show a notable dependence on the time
interval considered for the ® tting. This is consistent with
earlier ® ndings for liquid water where it was observed
that functions analogous to C

… n†

l … t† , but for liquid water,
also exhibit non-exponential behaviour which is gov-
erned mainly by di� usion [11]. For the sake of compar-
ison we have obtained averaged values of ½

… n†

l for each
hydrogen bonding state and temperature by considering
the same time interval in all cases. The ½

… n†

l values given
in table 2 correspond to ® ttings in a time interval
between 1ps and 5 ps. The C

… n†

l … t† functions provide
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Figure 3. Hydrogen bonding state correlation functions
(C

… n†

C … t† and C
… n†

l … t† ) at T ˆ 298 K.

Figure 4. Semilog plots of the hydrogen bonding state cor-
relation functions (C … n†

C … t† ) at T ˆ 298 K.

Table 2. Lifetimes (in ps) of the n hydrogen bonding states.

½
… 0†

l ½
… 0†

C ½
… 1† a
l ½

… 1† a
C ½

… 2†

l ½
… 2†

C ½
… 3†

l ½
… 3†

C

T ˆ 223 K 3.5 Ð 42.9 (7.3Á ) 7.3 (0.3) 6.1 5.4 12.7 1.4
T ˆ 298 K 2.6 0.7 7.4 (2.3) 1.9 (0.4) 4.1 1.4 3.0 0.5
T ˆ 348 K 2.3 0.7 3.3 (1.5) 1.0 (0.3) 2.3 0.8 1.8 0.2

aValues in parenthesis correspond to the single hydrogen
bonding acceptor states.



information on the s̀urvival probability’ of hydrogen
bonding states overlooking the fast processes of
making and breaking single hydrogen bonds. ½

… n†

l are
characteristic times for processes that involve a de® ni-
tive change in the hydrogen bonding state of molecules
(a kind of hydrogen bonding lifetime over a rather large
timescale). As expected, the decay of C

… n†

l … t† is markedly
slower than that of C

… n†

C … t† for the same hydrogen
bonding state (® gure 3). Accordingly, the values of ½

… n†

l
are higher than the corresponding ½

… n†

C values. However,
the qualitative changes of ½

… n†

l with T and n are analo-
gous to those of ½

… n†

C . So basically the comments in the
earlier discussion on the C

… n†

C … t† and ½
… n†

C results can be
applied to those for C

… n†

l … t† and ½
… n†

l . It should be noted
that the lifetimes for n ˆ 1 are more strongly dependent
on T than are those for the other states.

We want to emphasize the signi® cant di� erences
between the results for the single hydrogen bonding
states when acceptor and donor molecules are analysed
separately. Both C

… 1†

C … t† and C
… 1†

l … t† for the acceptors
show decays which are notably faster than the corre-
sponding ones for the donors. Moreover, the results at
the three temperatures are very close for the former,
whereas they show noticeable di� erences for the latter
(® gure 5). These ® ndings show that the probability that
an acceptor molecule forms a second hydrogen bond is
higher than that for a donor molecule. The facility of
acceptor molecules to participate in a new hydrogen
bond may be attributed to the fact that they have a
free hydrogen atom with high mobility that can be
hydrogen bonded readily. It should be noted that the
results for the donors are almost the same as those for
all molecules at n ˆ 1 (see ® gures 2 and 5). For the sake
of brevity the lifetimes for the donors have not been
included in table 2. The small in¯ uence of the acceptors
on the total C

… 1†

C … t† and C
… 1†

l … t† functions and corre-
sponding lifetimes is due to two factors: on the one
hand, the great majority of single hydrogen bonded mol-
ecules are donors, and on the other hand, the slower
dynamics of the donors are dominant over longer times.

5. Reorientational motions

Reorientational motions of the molecular dipole
moments have been studied by calculating the time
autocorrelation functions R… t†

R… t† ˆ h ·̂… t† ·̂ … 0† i … 4†

where ·̂ … t† is a unitary vector along the molecular dipole
moment. The averaged R… t† functions for all the mol-
ecules of the three systems have been determined during
the MD simulations. After the initial decay, the R… t†

functions show slow exponential behaviour. A quantita-
tive estimation of the reorientational times has been

obtained by ® tting the long-term part of the R… t† ’s to
exponential functions

R… t† exp … ¡ t=R
½ † : … 5†

The results in table 3 show that reorientational motions
depend signi® cantly on temperature, and the reorienta-
tional times (R

½ ) become shorter as T increases.
It is natural to expect that the reorientational motions

of a given molecule depend on the number of hydrogen
bonds in which it participates. In order to analyse this
dependence we have calculated the reorientational time
autocorrelation functions corresponding with those
molecules that for a given con® guration (t ˆ 0) are in
the same hydrogen bonding state. These functions will
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Figure 5. Hydrogen bonding state correlation functions
(C … n†

C … t† ) for molecules participating in a single hydrogen
bond as acceptor (upper) and donor (lower).

Table 3. Reorientational times (in ps).
R

½
… 0†

P
R

½
… 1†

P
R

½
… 1†

C
R

½
… 2†

P
R

½
… 2†

C
R

½
… 3†

P
R

½
… 3†

C
R

½

T ˆ 223 K Ð 16 13 85 110 53 350 75
T ˆ 298 K 6 11 6 22 45 17 35 19.5
T ˆ 348 K 6 7 4 9.5 19 9 Ð 9



be termed R
… n†

P … t† (where n ˆ 0; 1; 2; 3). The corre-
sponding correlation times R

½
… n†

P have been obtained
by ® tting the long term part of the R

… n†

P … t† functions
(after 1ps, approximately) to exponential functions. As
with R… t† , the R

… n†

P … t† functions for each n value decay
faster as T increases (see ® gure 6 and table 3). It should

be noted that both R
… n†

P … t† and R
½

… n†

P at a ® xed T change
signi® cantly with n. This corroborates that molecular
reorientations are strongly dependent on the hydrogen
bonding state of a molecule. Nevertheless, it must be
pointed out that the R

… n†

P … t† functions were determined
for all molecules which are in the n hydrogen bonding
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Figure 6. Reorientational correlation functions: R
… n†

P … t† at di� erent temperatures and R
… n†

C … t† at T ˆ 298 K. R… t† are the functions
corresponding to all the molecules in the system.



state at t ˆ 0, but frequently this state changes during
the time required for the calculation of R

… n†

P … t† . So often
the length of R

… n†

P … t† functions is longer than the
hydrogen bonding state lifetimes, especially if the ½

… n†

C
lifetimes are considered. For this reason we also deter-
mined the reorientational correlation functions
restricted to the period of time for which the molecules
remain in their initial hydrogen bonded state. The
resulting functions and corresponding reorientational
times will be termed R

… n†

C … t† and R
½

… n†

C , respectively.
R

… n†

C … t† and R
½

… n†

C may be unambiguously associated
with a given n hydrogen bonding state but the R

… n†

C … t†

functions for hydrogen bonding states with low lifetimes
only may be calculated for short periods of time, and
then the associated reorientational times cannot be
determined accurately. The calculation of R

½
… n†

C is espe-
cially di� cult in the case of minority hydrogen bonding
states (n ˆ 0) and high temperatures. The estimated sta-
tistical uncertainties in the R

½
… n†

P and R
½

… n†

C values
reported in table 3 are about 10% and 15%, respectively
(in the case of R

½
… 3†

C about 30%). It should be noted that
despite some quantitative discrepancies the R

… n†

C … t† func-
tions are similar to the corresponding R

… n†

P … t† functions
and show the same qualitative dependence on T and n
( ® gures 6, 7 and table 3). This shows that, in general,
changes in the hydrogen bonding state of some mol-
ecules during the calculation of the R

… n†

P … t† functions
have only a weak in¯ uence on the results, although
there are some exceptions, such as the R

½
… 3†

P results com-
mented upon in the next paragraph.

The decay of the reorientational correlation functions
become slower and the reorientational times larger as
the number of hydrogen bonds increases (® gure 6).
However, there is a deviation from this rule (i.e.,
R

½
… 3†

P <
R

½
… 2†

P ) which should be attributed to the fact
the R

½
… 3†

P values are much larger than the lifetimes of
molecules in the n ˆ 3 state. So frequently the R

½
… 3†

P
reorientational times are calculated for molecules that
initially form 3 hydrogen bonds but during a great
part of the time required for the calculation of R

… 3†

P … t†

form only 2 hydrogen bonds. This is consistent with the
very high values of R

½
… 3†

C . The R… t† and R
½ ® ndings

corresponding to all the molecules in the system are
intermediate between those for n ˆ 1 and n ˆ 2 but
closer to the second (® gure 6), which is in accordance
with the fact that n ˆ 2 is the majority hydrogen
bonding state. As could be expected, both the R

… n†

P … t†

and R
… n†

C … t† functions for a given n hydrogen bonding
state decay more slowly as T decreases (® gure 7).

It is interesting to analyse in detail the behaviour of
the R

… 1†

C … t† functions for very short times (® gure 8). After
a fast initial inertial decay these functions show an oscil-
lation with a characteristic time of 0.05 ps. This feature
is associated with the molecular librations of the COH

plane around the CO bond. It is worth noting that the
molecular dipole moment of our ethanol molecules is
located within the COH plane and its module is con-
stant, i.e., independent of the molecular conformation,
since there is no charge placed in the methyl group in the
force ® eld used in this work. As observed in ® gure 8, the
characteristics of these librational motions depend on
the role that the corresponding molecule plays in the
hydrogen bond. Thus, for functions corresponding to
molecules whose oxygen acts as a proton donor the
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Figure 7. Reorientational correlation functions (R … n†

P … t† ) for
molecules in the n ˆ 2 hydrogen bonding state.



characteristic time of the oscillation is approximately the
same as that for the single hydrogen bonded molecules.
However, in the case of molecules whose oxygen acts as
proton acceptor the characteristic time of the oscillation
is about 0.1 ps (this is also the characteristic time found
for molecules not hydrogen bonded). The similarity
between the functions corresponding to molecules

whose oxygen acts as proton donor and those for all
molecules forming a single hydrogen bond is consistent
with the fact that the former are a majority. It should be
emphasized that the characteristic times of these libra-
tional oscillations for both donors and acceptors are
independent of the temperature (at least at the interval
analysed in this work). Another di� erence between the
R

… 1†

C … t† functions for molecules whose oxygen acts as
proton donor and those for molecules whose oxygen
acts as proton acceptor is that the relaxation of the
former after the librational oscillation (t > 0:2 ps) is
faster than that of the latter (® gure 8).

6. Conclusion

As was stated in section 1, the frequency-dependent
complex permittivity of liquid ethanol at 298K in the
microwave and up to the infrared regions has been meas-
ured and the resulting data ® tted to a triple Debye model.
The relaxation times obtained by Barthel et al. [2] were
½1 ˆ 163ps, ½2 ˆ 8:97ps and ½3 ˆ 1:81ps whereasKindt
and Schmuttenmaer [3]obtained signi® cantly faster relaxa-
tion times for the second and third Debye processes,
½1 ˆ 161ps, ½2 ˆ 3:3ps and ½ ˆ 0:22ps. Barthel et al. [2]
connected ½3 to the dynamics of hydrogen bonding and
suggested that it may be associated with ¯ ipping motions
of f̀ree’ OH groups between two acceptor sites and/or with
the breaking and reforming of a given hydrogen bond in a
translational motion. The same authors connected t2 to the
reorientational motions of molecules located at the end of
the hydrogen bonded chains. We should like to point out
that the order of magnitude of the experimental relaxation
times is compatible with our reorientational times. More-
over, recent experimental results at di� erent temperatures
[12] have shown that the values of the three relaxation
times decrease signi® cantly as T increases, which is consis-
tent with the results in this paper. Nevertheless, MD ® nd-
ings show that there is a continuous distribution of both
hydrogen bonding states lifetimes and reorientational
times in the system. Then, despite characteristics like the
mean reorientational times being markedly dependent on
the hydrogen bonding state of the molecule considered, it
is di� cult to attribute accurate relaxation times to speci® c
molecular processes or to molecules with given character-
istics. According to our results the triple Debye model is a
rather weak approach to the microscopic behaviour of
hydrogen bonded liquids. Therefore more accurate ® ttings
of re® ned experimental data for the dielectric permitivity
at low frequencies (FIR) should be attempted in order to
obtain a continuity of relaxation times as suggested by MD
® ndings.

Financial support of DGICYT (Grant No. PB96-
0170-C03) and CIRIT (Grant 1997SGR-00149) is grate-
fully acknowledged.
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Figure 8. Short time reorientational correlation functions
(R

… n†

C … t† ) for molecules participating in a single hydrogen
bond as acceptor (upper) and donor (lower). R… t† are the
functions for all the molecules in the system.
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